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Inground Pool Cleaners

3900 Sport

THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN AUTOMATIC POOL CLEANING.
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The Benefits of Polaris® Pressure Cleaner
A Healthier Pool Reduces Maintenance Maximizes Circulation & Heating
Independent booster pump 
operation keeps the skimmer free 
to remove surface debris and 
contaminants for a cleaner, healthier 
swimming experience. Sweep hose 
cleans tight corners and steps  
where other cleaners can’t 

Sweeps and scrubs the bottom 
and walls of any size or shape pool. 
Captures debris before it reaches the 
pump basket and filter, reducing filter 
cleaning up to 80%, thus prolonging 
the life of your filter.

Enhances your swimming experience, 
providing a clearer body of water by 
returning clean filtered water throughout 
all areas of the pool. Disperses warm 
water during the heating process to the 
depths of the pool.

380
Triple jet design gives it exceptional power to pick  
up small and large debris, such as leaves, pebbles,  
and acorns. BlackMax™ model also available for  
dark bottom pools.

Features

»» Three venturi jets provide exceptional vacuum  
power and faster cleaning 

»» Large 2¼" vacuum inlet

»» All-wheel belt drive for exceptional  
power and efficiency

360 
Features advanced technology cleaning without the 
need for a separate booster pump. Available in a 
BlackMax  model for dark bottom pools

Features

»» Operates on the pool filtration pump.  
Does not require a separate booster pump

»» Three venturi jets for greater vacuum power

»» Large 2¼" vacuum inlet

»» All-wheel belt drive for exceptional  
power and efficiency

280 
Versatile and dependable dual jet design. Longer 
wheel base reduces hang-ups in tight areas.  
Available in a BlackMax  model for dark bottom
pools, or TankTrax™ for vinyl liner pools.

Features

»» Dual venturi jet design provides strong  
vacuum power

»» Large 2¼" vacuum inlet

»» Original shaft drive for reliable power  
and performance

180
The original single-jet Polaris is suitable for all  
in-ground pool.

Features

»» Single venturi jet design

»» 1¼" vacuum inlet

»» Original shaft drive for reliable power  
and performance

All Polaris Pressure Cleaners feature innovative auto-reverse technology, which enables the cleaner  
to free itself if it gets stuck.
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POSIDRIVE 
All-wheel, PosiDrive System delivers 
50 percent more torque and is the 
most reliable and efficient drive train 
available.

WIDE TRAX® TIRES
Wide Trax tires facilitate optimal 
traction, climbing, and maneuverability. 

SUPERBAG 
Easy twist release zippered Superbag  
is a snap to remove and clean, and its  
5-liter capacity means more debris pick     
up with fewer stops to empty the bag.

EXTRA LARGE VACUUM INLET 
2½" vacuum inlet allows the 3900 
Sport to pick up the largest debris of 
any pool cleaner on the market.

3900 Sport
Developed»from»Polaris’»40»years»of»experience»as»an»industry»leader»in»automatic»pool»cleaner»
design,»the»Polaris»3900»Sport»is»the»most»technologically-advanced»pressure-side»pool»cleaner»on»
the»market»today.»It»combines»the»dynamic»appeal»of»a»completely»re-engineered»body»design»with»
the»most»sophisticated»features,»producing»maximum»vacuum»power»and»drive»torque»for»quicker»
cleaning»and»fewer»hang-ups.

EXPERIENCE BUILT IT.
STYLE DEFINES IT.
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Triple jet design gives it exceptional power to pick  
up small and large debris, such as leaves, pebbles,  
and acorns. BlackMax™ model also available for  
dark bottom pools.

Features

»» Three venturi jets provide exceptional vacuum  
power and faster cleaning 

»» Large 2¼" vacuum inlet

»» All-wheel belt drive for exceptional  
power and efficiency

360 
Features advanced technology cleaning without the 
need for a separate booster pump. Available in a 
BlackMax  model for dark bottom pools

Features

»» Operates on the pool filtration pump.  
Does not require a separate booster pump

»» Three venturi jets for greater vacuum power

»» Large 2¼" vacuum inlet

»» All-wheel belt drive for exceptional  
power and efficiency

280 
Versatile and dependable dual jet design. Longer 
wheel base reduces hang-ups in tight areas.  
Available in a BlackMax  model for dark bottom
pools, or TankTrax™ for vinyl liner pools.

Features

»» Dual venturi jet design provides strong  
vacuum power

»» Large 2¼" vacuum inlet

»» Original shaft drive for reliable power  
and performance

180
The original single-jet Polaris is suitable for all  
in-ground pool.

Features

»» Single venturi jet design

»» 1¼" vacuum inlet

»» Original shaft drive for reliable power  
and performance

All Polaris Pressure Cleaners feature innovative auto-reverse technology, which enables the cleaner  
to free itself if it gets stuck.
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Zodiac Pool Systems, Inc.
2620 Commerce Way, Vista, CA 92081
1.800.822.7933  |  www.ZodiacPoolSystems.com

Zodiac Pool Systems Canada, Inc.
2115 South Service Road West, Unit #3, Oakville, ON L6L 5W2
1.888.647.4004  |  www.ZodiacPoolSystems.ca

Talk to your pool products retailer to learn how much you 

can save by trading in your old pool cleaner for a Polaris,® 

the most trusted name in automatic pool cleaning.


